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to the young

but enemies make life more complete,” he laughed and explained
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life colourful and musical”. Mr Lam certainly kept his life colourful

“My love or craze for astronomy has done

English improved from reading, Mr Lam earned a scholarship to

and developed a myriad of hobbies ranging from bird watching

me a lot of good,” Mr Lam started, looking
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to

fondly back at when he fell in love with
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abroad to study at Imperial College and came back to join the one
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and work at Hong Kong Observatory
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to become closer to astronomy.
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and
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a bible for Hong Kong and Chinese bird watchers. A man that
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truly lives life to the fullest. At the end of the interview I asked

and desperate to learn

for advice. “Don’t let your inquisitive mind die, otherwise life will
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the City Hall Public

get really boring” he said and smiled.
Service

•

Dire c to r of Ho n g Kong Obs e rvatory 20 03- 2 0 0 9

•

Vi ce Presid en t of th e As ian Arm of th e WMO 2 0 03 - 2 0 0 8

•

H o n orar y Fell ow of th e Roya l Mete orological Soci et y 2 010 - p re se nt

•

Ch a irman of the H ong Kong Bird Watching Soci et y 19 97 - 2 0 04

of Hong Kong Observatory. He explained that it is important that

•

H o n orar y Presid e nt of H K Bird Watching Soci et y – pre se nt

‘we serve society and do work useful for the society’. Issuing

•

Co - au tho r of the bo ok , Birds of H ong Kong and Sou t h China

he told me about his past, his life and the achievements

the hot/cold weather warning was a key achievement of his and

he is proud of. It is clear that he’s an incredible individual

Library to read —
starting

from

‘Caring and benevolent towards his people and the public’ would
be a fair way to describe Mr Lam during his time as the Director

it ‘allows people understand that ’12°C, 15°C, 19°C are very
different indeed’, as it is important to translate science/numbers

“Don’t let your inquisitive mind die, otherwise life will get really boring.”

into something society can digest. He explained that whatever
we do — whether it be as a student or director — should be

STUDENT REPORTER
“I thought Mr Lam was a truly inspiring individual
and I very quickly gained a lot of respect for him as

and he said a lot of really insightful and meaningful things/
advice which I took away from the interview. He was also very
friendly, pleasant, funny and easy to chat to. I feel really lucky to
have had the privilege of meeting such an amazing alumna.”
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